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Mars and Venus into Virgo this week drastically shifts the vibe! Now we’re really 
in EARTH ELEMENT territory. The Sun and Mercury in Leo are to be celebrated 
early this week, too. Our last hurrah with Leo Season! On the 23rd, the Sun will 
enter Virgo as well. The points of transition are always interesting and now 
especially because we are coming off a week of very active astrology. The 
recent Full Moon, Jupiter and Uranus’ stations, and now some significant sign 
changes are guaranteed to kick up energy, inspiration, as well as awareness of 
imminent change with the arrival of autumn. 

It has been interesting living in an extremely warm climate the past year, where 
we don’t have any kind of traditional winter, because I now look forward to 
winter as my summer. Summer is so overwhelmingly summer-like here (humid, 
stormy, incredibly hot, blazing sun) that it’s almost too much to enjoy, in spite 
of summer having always been one of my favorite seasons. I love the beach 
and the ocean, so summer was a time to look forward to in which I could 
actually swim and enjoy my favorite places without freezing. I’ve witnessed 
how too much of a good thing can make it almost impossible to interact with 
at all, causing me to hide inside and try to stay cool, and sometimes Leo 
Season itself is a bit like that. This one especially. As beautiful as the astrology 
has been, fire can become sadness, earth can become stuckness, and we have 
been contending with the realities of humanity’s violence in every imaginable 
way even during this celebratory season. 

The question of why such violence under the “good” astrology is one that 
sometimes comes up. As far as analyzing specific events, each has a particular 
chart that is a world unto its own. I won’t get into that here even though I do 
find it interesting and (sometimes) illuminating. Overall, I think that part of 
what we are witnessing is the aftermath of the eclipses, as well as fire-earth 
energy making people finally act on what has been latent. People with violent 
desires or planning hurtful things have their opportunity to act with some of 
this astrology which provides a boost in energy, motivation, anger, and hubris. 
This is part of the reality of energetic forces and a big piece of why I always 
emphasize that it’s how we use them that matters. The eclipses don’t only 
catalyze honesty. They can catalyze what we believe to be the truth. And we 
all know that sometimes that truth is actually an illusion. 
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I love to talk about the feel-good things, and I know sometimes we come to 
astrology for that, but focusing just on positive astrology never feels natural 
to me because I actually think it can make us feel much worse if we are having 
a hard time. It can feel like something is wrong with us for not feeling good. 
That’s really not the case! The current astrology is potent and can be used for 
positive things and, at the same time, it’s going to kick stuff up. Some of that’s 
gonna be messy and ugly and we will be much better off dealing with it head 
on than trying to spiritually bypass it away. This upcoming seasonal transition 
asks us to think about what is dying or fading away in our lives, and what are 
we ready to really ground into as our authentic present in the midst of the 
reality of death and impermanence in all its forms. 

JOURNAL QUESTIONS
What is my attitude toward obstacles (inner or outer)? 

How I can reframe this to work more in my favor? 

What if I were a world-class athlete training to get past a plateau and just a 
little bit faster or stronger? What would your mindset about that obstacle be? 

Could any of that be helpful to you in facing your own obstacles?

Do I see my challenges as moral failings?

What is worth being courageous and overcoming obstacles?
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SORTING SPREAD
Choose a topic on which you need to gather your thoughts or get more clarity. 

Card 1: The Container (the energy that can hold or structure this topic)

Card 2: What is essential (already here and will stay)

Card 3: What is fading away, dying, or has disappeared 

Card 4: The key to approaching this successfully/effectively

Card 5: The most helpful perspective to have on the task at hand

Card 6: Next right action // or // Closing thought on better-understanding  
the circumstance
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ORGANIZE!
Honor the incoming Virgo energy by starting with one drawer, closet, surface, 
or room (depending on what you feel up to). 

1. Open the windows

2. Use a smoke to clear (palo santo, cedar, lavender, almost any incense you 
like) the space and try to do this mindfully. Visualize the space clearing and 
any stagnant, stale, or unnecessary contrary forces leaving the space. Wave 
your arms and use you body to direct the energy out of the windows. Open 
all the doors too if you can. 

3. Bonus: Mop your floor! Sweep first. Use a combination of salt, florida water, 
water, and lemon essential oil cleanse the floors. Most stagnant energy is 
on the floor. The most important step in space clearing is cleaning the 
floors, if you’re able and have the time.

4. Start with a project you know you can complete. If organizing is 
overwhelming, pick just one drawer, your purse, or your wallet. 

5. Set an intention for organizing this part of your life. What kind of energy 
do you want this space to hold? How do you want it to make you feel? 
Confident? Peaceful? Successful? Abundant?

6. Remove what can be removed and if you are very unlikely to real ever those 
parts again, throw them away! Sometimes we just move clutter from spot 
to spot, but if you can actually get rid of some excess it will feel that much 
better.

7. Arrange beautifully and pleasantly. Add something that makes you happy 
with a color, smell, shape, or texture you like. The goal is to get a positive 
feeling when you look at and interact with this space.

8. If you’re on a roll, keep going! 
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A VIRGO TOOL (OR TWO)
Virgo has school supply energy, does it not? And in the early hours of August 
18th, Venus moves into Virgo. Tracking Venus is quite magically potent! She is 
excellent to work with. On the 18th or another nearby day, consecrate some 
Virgo tools to infuse your work and days with magic.

VIRGO TOOLS:

• favorite pen in a marvelous color (the writing experience with this should 
bring you joy!)

• sacred notebook 
• planner or organizer
• pill or vitamin organizer
• reusable grocery bag 

Choose something that helps you with writing, organizing, purification, healing, 
or discernment. 

VIRGO HERBS TO USE IN CONSECRATION:

• Fennel
• Lavender
• Peppermint
• Licorice

VIRGO ‘HOLY WATER’

Boil some of the above herbs for three minutes. Allow to sit and cool. Strain 
herbs out and place water in a glass bowl. 

Use a CLEAN + CLEAR altar space (you can use the cleaning process in the 
first exercise to create one if you don’t already have that) and bathe you sacred 
object in Virgo Holy Water (depending on the object, you can submerge of 
simply splash onto it). Infuse with your intentions for: healing, order, efficiency, 
healing, and clarity.

Use your consecrated object throughout Virgo season to elevate your magic 
in this part of your life. You can consecrate and refresh if you need to be 
reminded of your intention or you feel the magic begin to dull a bit with use. 

• Anise
• Agrimony
• Thyme
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